
1.) Select Your Focal Length

• The smaller the number, the wider the angle (W). 
   -24mm or 35mm are typical landscape lenses.
   -17-40mm is wide enough for real estate.

• Mid-range numbers have the least distortion. 
   -50mm is an excellent all-purpose lens.
   -85mm is ideal for portraits.

• Larger numbers have more focusing/telephoto 
   ability (T).
   -70-200mm is a typical wildlife lens.

*Zoom lenses have a range (24-70mm), while prime
lenses are fixed (50mm). 

How to Buy a Lens

• Budget more money for your lenses than your camera body. You’re more likely
   to switch camera bodies more quickly and keep your lenses for a longer time.

• Be sure your lens has a mount for your camera model. Nikon lenses will not fit 
   a Canon mount while Sigma manufactures lenses with mounts for either
   Nikon or Canon.

• Read reviews of the lenses you are interested in and learn about the top issues 
  each lens is likely to experience, as well as if that issue warrants a free or paid 
  repair by the manufacturer.

Where to Buy
Adorama
Amazon

B&H Photo
KEH Camera
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3.) Choose Your Aperture Range

• Lenses with the same focal lengths can have
different aperture ranges.
     -An aperture range depicts how wide the lens 
      can open at varying focal lengths.
     -Depicted as 1:3.5-5.6 or f/3.5-5.6.
     -For example, an 18-55 mm lens with an aperture 
      range of f/3.5-5.6 can open as wide as f/3.5 at 
      the 18mm focal length, but only f/5.6 at the 
      55mm focal length. 

2.) Find a Brand That Meets
Your Price Point

• Some off-model brands are less expensive.
   -Rokinon, Sigma and Tamron are top contenders.
   -Be sure to read reviews and buy the mount that
     will fit your camera.

• Other off-brand lenses can have superior quality. 
    -Zeiss is well-known for the quality of their glass.

• The lower the number, the more bokeh your
photos will have. 
     -Bokeh is the amount of background blur in an
       image, also known as depth of field. 

Top Tips

What to Buy
17-40mm real estate

24mm landscape
24-70mm weddings/events

50mm all-purpose and product
70-200mm wildlife


